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Dale R . Eggen

RELOCATION IN PROGRESS

For members wishing to contact me directly, please use the following address

Dale R . Eggen

P . O . Box 75849
Washington D .C . 20013

This relocation is a 7 to 8 month ordeal with 3 to 4 months to go . With some of
my files in the West, there is a discontinuity of communication with a few of you.
Assuming my files eventually arrive safely, contact will be reestablished . Please
excuse any interruptions during this period.

OUR OWN NATIONAL CONVENTION

October 21 - 22 - 23

Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Boston, Massachusetts

(In conjunction with Philatelic Show ' 83, a major national show)

It's doubtful that you missed this column last month . I simply

ran out of space in spite of using up 40 pages; but I thought it

would be more important to conclude the major stories.

Cover : We resume this month the translation of the Standing Hel-

vetia handbook, after having caught up with our able translators.

The cover represents a section from a reconstruction by the staff

of the Swiss PTT museum of a full 400-stamp printing form of Z 86A (Sc 105),

consisting of eight half-sheets . The round impressions you notice in the mar-

gins stem from attempts to hold down the plate with screws, probably as a re-

sult of movement and stress problems experienced with such large press forms

on the new high-speed presses . At the bottom you'll also notice a pronounced

plate crack, ultimately rendering the plate unusable . - From SBZ, 6/7 1975, by

J . Gnägi, based on earlier suggestions by P . Guinand . - Remember, there can be

no vacation in Switzerland for any of you without visiting the PTT museum in

Bern . There is magic in those frames and your saliva glands will pop . ..

This issue is composed of odds and ends, starting with our president above,

who is apparently moving by handcart or muleback and missed the last phone

sold by AT&T in Washington D .C . to Exotica Helvetica, a new column to show you

once in a while some Swiss stuff seldom offered in the States.

	

HR

Talk
to
me!
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Sitting Helvetia Precancels ?

This question appeared in Postgeschichte Number 4, December 1980,
along with the picture shown below . On page 15 of that issue, Hans
Schwarzenbach wrote, " When one sees a piece like this the idea of
a possible precancel comes to mind . In 1970 Moser noted that such
stamps and cancels are authentic but he did not see them as evidence
that precancels existed since he had no further St . Gallen examples.
But he did not rule out precancels . We know that the Sitting Helvetia
was precanceled with straight line postmarks . Who has more information? "

The following article appeared in Postgeschichte Number 9, March 1982.

SITTING HELVETIA PRECANCELS?

by

Felix Winterstein

(Translated by Charles J. LaBlonde)

On the cover of Postgeschichte Number 4 of December 1980 is a picture
of a 12 Rp . COD franking from St . Gallen (Zumstein 28 and 38) . On
page 15 the publisher requests information on possible precancels in
the years 1862 - 1882 . What follows is an attempt to shed more light
on this mystery.

To begin, we cannot argue against the 1970 words of Moser, wherein
he verified cancel and stamps without guaranteeing they were pre-
cancels . Further, in the 2 decades of interest (1862 - 1882) we find
no evidence of "classic" origins of precancels such as were found
earlier in the Rayon and Strubel time (ie, Aarberg, Bühler, Sumiswald,
etc .) . We are left, therefore, with a search for specific examples
and with some uncertainty.

However, we believe that the examples described below provide further
evidence for the use of Sitting Helvetia precancels . Among the
examples on hand are two package labels (FAHRPOST) which lend them-
selves to analysis better than large numbers of simple letters with
repetitious franking . The unusual franking of our labels, when
compared with other markings, allows a confidence in their authen-
ticity . Further, a review of the existing rules and regulations for
franking parcels provides grounds for suspecting precancels.

Let's look back a little, at the start of the 1860s postal rules
forbid the franking of packages with stamps because of feared "abuses . "
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After trials in 1877, the franking of packages was allowed from 1 Feb
1878 . The most important of these instructions are found in Swiss
Postamtsblatt(PA) Number 30 of 24 Dec 1877 . Article 1 for example
regulated postage due for underfranked packages . Later, one reads
of the introduction not before 15 Feb 1878 " of a new 40 Rp . stamp
for packages up to 5 kilograms . Letter f of Article 10 finally
discussed the cancelling of such stamps : " Stamps on packages require
a clean, clear, dark black cancel showing the date . When the pack-
age is such that the stamp cannot receive a full cancel, the date of
mailing must be written clearly in black ink on the stamp in the
form 19/1 (meaning 19 January) . "

Such written dates on Sitting Helvetia are rare because of the short
time available . Much more often one finds such dates on Standing
Helvetia or Cross & Numeral issues.

The postmarking rules appeared as reminders nearly a dozen times in
the Postal Instructions(V), for example, V56/1878, V262/1881 and
V 125/1882 . This is especially interesting when one recalls V 274/1876
which said: "In the future, every unclear postmark will result in
at least a 2 Franc penalty . The Postal District Headquarters will
strictly enforce this . Repeat offenses will be noted to the Central
Headquarters . " And further : " If this rule is not followed stronger
measures will be instituted . "

In light of these rules and threats it is understandable that some
postal clerks looked for a way to assure clear cancels, namely
by precanceling the stamps.

Now to our two examples . We wish to establish whether the stamps--
which are not tied--fit the conditions of posting.

Figure 1 shows a parcel label cutout, franked with Z 36c and Z 41 . The
weight is missing, but the {blue) " 1 .30" together with the "St . Gallen
den 12 . Juni 1878" give evidence that the stamps canceled "St . Gallen
13 .6 .78 Fahrpost" belong on the label . If the 40 Rp . COD fee is
subtracted from the 1 .30, the 90 Rp . postage is correct according
to the Rüthi (Rheinthal) distance table for Rayon II from St . Gallen,
for 10 to 15 kilograms which would seem plausible for 24 textbooks.

In figures 2 & 3 we see the front and back of a package label made
of parchment-like paper . Even though the posting date is unknown,
the other information and the 60 Rp . Postage (Z 32 & Z 42 ) allow us
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to establish authenticity . The 4½ kilogram package with declared
value was sent from Mesocco to Chur . For packages to 5 kg in all of
Switzerland the postage was 40 Rp . outside of the local area (PA
28/1876, Law of Postal Rates, Article 19) . Article 24 of the same
law established a 20 Rp . additional rate for shipments over Alpine
passes; this was promulgated in PA 4/1878 to be effective 1 May
1878 for packages to 5 kg . Finally, Article 21 of PA 28/1876 dropped
the extra charge for packages with a declared value up to 100 Francs.
One can see from the position of the stamps and cancels that they
must have been precanceled . The correctness of this unusual postage
rate also points to authenticity.

In summary : Supported by these two examples and others known to me
(two lettere and another package label), we can feel fairly sure
that Sitting Helvetia were precanceled . We should note that the
examples are unique and arise from varied locations ; no postmaster
precanceled large quantities of the stamps in my opinion.

PS- "Precancels" exist today . We often have the postal clerk frank
and cancel the label for a sales circuit before putting the label
on the package ; the recipient will rejoice in the clear, readable
postmark .

Very few among the

more recent Swiss vari-

ties have had a more dra-
matic rise than Z439/A9 (5

473) . Called the "Kingfisher
with a snow coat", termed so for

its thick line of white along the

back as a result of some significant
shifting of three colors, it is catalo-

ged at 1100 Fr . (single) . A few sheets ex-
ist(ed), purchased around Olten, but
seldom seen offered in the States .

	

HR
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STEHENDE HELVETIA
AN AUTHORIZED TRANSLATION PART I -INSTALLMENT 6

2 .2 ESSAYS
p . 23

Of the so-called Libertas proofs the 20c . and 25c . values
were produced by the firm Müllhaupt and Son in Bern as the re-
sult of a General Postal Administration commission of November
20, 1880 . The firm created two different models of the 25c.
value, for which three different types of the vignette exist.
Only the individual prints of these two values are to be con-
sidered official essays . The 50c- and 1fr. values, which
appeared subsequently and for which electroplates were even
made and a large number of prints in all imaginable color and
paper combinations were privately produced, have nothing to do
with proofs and essays and are not cataloged.

2 .2 .2 Individual Prints

1880

	

"Libertas" head, copper-plate engraving, indi-
vidual prints from the engraving, one-color on
various types of paper, printed by Müllhaupt
and Son, Bern, imperforate (frame Type I, vig-
nette Type I).

ES 66 .2 .01

	

20c . in many different colors (fig . 17)
ES 67 .2 .01

	

25c . in many different colors (fig . 18)

1880

	

"Libertas" head, copper-plate engraving, indi- p. 24

vidual prints from the engraving, corner shield
vertically lined (frame Type II) ; "Libertas"
head and bust smaller (vignette Type II) . White
paper, printed by Müllhaupt and Son, Bern.

ES 67 .2.02	 25c. various colors (fig . 19)

1880

	

The same, print of the engraving for the vig-
nette with head type III, diadem without the
inscription "Libertas," on various papers.

Fig. 17

	

Fig. 18

	

Fig. 19

	

Fig . 20
Head Type I

	

Head Type I

	

Head Type II

	

Head Type III
Frame Type I

	

Frame Type I

	

Frame Type II

ES 67 .2 .03

	

black or red or brownish-red, etc . (fig . 20)

1880

	

Prints of the vignette, head type III, with the
25c . frame (type II) . Copper-plate engraving.

ES 67 .2.04

	

25c. red/black-green

Additional prints of this type exist on silk paper and on
fabric ; combinations : frame of the 25c . value with mirror-
image prints of the "Standing Helvetia" vignette, etc . These
can hardly be considered proofs, but rather philatelic fanta-
sies (for example figures 21-23) .
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1880

	

"Rütli Oath," copper-plate engraving, individual
print with printed perforations on yellowish
paper, imperforate, printed by Müllhaupt and Son?

ES 63 .2 .01

	

15c . in different colors (fig. 24)

1880

	

"Rütli" individual prints, engraving by Keller-
Kehr . Design by A . Zschiesche in St . Gallen,
copper-plate engraving by Müllhaupt and Son,
Bern, white paper, imperforate, with printed
perforations.

ES 67 .2 .05 	 25c. in various colors (fig . 25)

25 This exists also in the form of mirror-image prints or with
mirror-image prints of the "Standing Helvetia" vignette, also
with the head type III of the Libertas head . These should be
considered more as fantasies than as proofs (figures 21 and 23).

1907

	

Modified design, suggestion for execution in
typography, design by Rudolf Münger, Bern, en-
graving by J . Sprenger, on artist's cardboard
by Benziger & Co ., Einsiedeln.

ES 67 .2 .06a

	

25c . black (fig . 25)
ES 67 .2 .06b

	

25c . orange (PA)
ES 67 .2 .06c

	

25c . dark blue (PA)

1907

	

Modified design, suggestion for execution in
typography, cliché done by Berthold & Co., Berlin,
two-color typography by the Federal Mint in Bern,
on paper, individual print.

ES 67 .2.07a

	

25c . black/black ' (fig .27)
ES 68.2.01a	 30c . orange/orange'
ES 68 .2 .01b

	

30c . olive-green/gray

2 .2 .3 Printing Proofs

1907

	

Same design in sheets of 12 with three stamps of
each color, on white paper, imperforate . Typo-
graphy by the firm Rösch and Schatzmann, Bern.

ES 67 .3 .01a

	

25c,, green/green'
ES 67 .3 .01b

	

25c. dark brown/dark brown'
ES 67 .3 .01c

	

25c . blue/blue'
ES 67 .3 .01d

	

25c . pink/pink'

1 In order to check the effect in one-color, these proofs were
printed twice with the same color using the printing elements
intended for the two-color printing.

1907 (?) Same design in sheets of four, two-color on white
paper, imperforate, two types : "Helvetia" in the
color of the vignette (Type I) and "Helvetia" in
the same color as the frame (Type II) . Typography
by the firm Rösch and Schatzmann, Bern.

ES 68 .3 .01a 30c . blau/olive-green, type I
ES 68 .3 .01b 30c . blue/olive-green, type II
ES 68.3 .01c 30c . blue/yellow-green, type I
ES 68.3 .01d 30c . blue/yellow-green, type II
ES 68.3 .01e 30c . olive-green/dark green, type I
ES 68 .3 .01f 30c . olive-green/dark green, type II
ES 68 .3 .01g 30c . green/brown-carmine, type I
ES 68 .3 .01h 30c . green/brown-carmine, type II
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ES 68 .3 .01i 30 c . brown/brown-carmine, type I
ES 68 .3 .013 30c . brown/brown-carmine, type II
ES 68 .3 .01k 30c . brown/olive-green, type I
ES 68 .3 .011 30c. brown/olive-green, type II
ES 68 .3 .01m 30c . pink/dark green, type I
ES 68 .3 .01n 30 c . pink/dark green, type II
ES 68.3.01o 30c . brown/dark green, type I
ES 68 .3 .01p 30c . brown/dark green, type II
ES 68 .3 .01q 30c . lilac/dark blue, type I
ES 68 .3 .01r 30c . lilac/dark blue, type II
ES 68 .3 .01s 30c. lilac/black, type I
ES 68 .3 .01t 30c. lilac/black, type II

Paris "Reprints"

Similar to the "Libertas Proofs" in the 50c . and 1fr.
values, of which electroplates were made by the firm Müll-
haupt and Son or by the later owner of these engravings
and subsequently used for mass production of "essays" in all
possible printing and paper colors, the second printer--the
firm M . Girardet in Bern--also made a contribution in this
direction.

The so-called "Girardet Essays" come from two small printing
plates of 25 stamps . During the preparation of these plates
errors were introduced which made impossible the completion of
their preparation for printing plates . It is highly likely that
these were first attempts at producing the plates with the
transfer roll . In the transfer process difficulties occured
with the exact placement of the individual impressions . Even
the correct printing plates Type II show in part slightly
misplaced stamp fields, usually misplaced in the vertical direc-
tion (see 76F/P61) . In the 25-subject plate of the 40 c. value
which was not used, the distances between the stamp images be-
tween the first and second vertical stamp rows were 3mm, as in
the printing plate, in the following rows however only 2 .5mm,
and between the last two rows only 2 .2mm . Naturally this made
impossible an acceptable perforation . After the cancellation
of the printing contract with the General Postal Administration,
Girardet delivered up all the intermediate plates used in the
production of the printing plates as well as the printing plates,
which were listed by him for the Postal Administration . The two
faulty plates of the 25c . and 40 c. stamps were not demanded
back by the Postal Administration, which probably had no know-
ledge at all of their existence . Girardet sold these in Paris,
where--like the "Libertas Essays"--a mass production of proofs
in all the colors of the rainbow was undertaken on cardboard,
colored paper, etc . Indeed this is perhaps still being done
today . (These plates were never used for the printing of real
postage stamps .)

By the way, from the same source come the double impressions,
tête-bêche, front-and-back prints--all forgeries, for which in
part real stamps were used (for example with the double impres-
sions, see Chapter 3 .3).

The two printing plates show for almost every stamp field
typical small field characteristics, whether in the stamp image
or in the space between stamps, which allow one to determine
the source of the " Proofs ." For this reason we are reproducing
the two plates with as many characteristics as possible (of
course through the reproduction and printing unfortunately
certain details are necessarily lost) . All prints produced

p . 26
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with these plates are of private origin and without philatelic
value-

Caption: The two incompletely
finished plate parts
with which the so-
called "Paris Reprints"
were produced.

This segment has been translated by Donald Mason as well .

	

To be continued.

POSTMARKS
The following re-

presents the latest
in Swiss cancels.
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REVI EWS
HELVETIA '84 -- a Catalogue Review 	 By Felix Ganz

353 pages, spiralbound : SFr . 12.50 (U .S . price not yet known) . Published
jointly by the SBHV (Swiss Stamp Dealers' Association) and Marken-Miller
Basel.

The reduction in the total number of annually published catalogues in and
on Switzerland has been overdue and is welcome news.

One might state that the good points from both previous catalogues have
been retained in this edition, but so have a few needless ones, such as
the checking off squares for blocks of four mint and used, and singles
mint and used (oldest issues have such squares only for mint, used and
on cover; but we can just see the average Swiss collector religiously
checking off his Double Genevas, Basel Doves and Poste locale mint, used,
and on cover!!)

The Müller numbers have been dropped. Instead one finds Zumstein and Mi-
chel numbers (the latter for the northern neighbor clientele).

All illustrations continue in color . Prices for stamps on cover (PLEASE
read the pricing guide for that category) are furnished through about 1930
for regular Swiss issues, airmails to 1963, Pro Juventute to 1930, War
Board officials, Kocher stamps, Liechtenstein to 1967, and Campione, but
not for post-1930 Swiss stamps of most categories, and not at all for
tete-beches et al, officials, Geneva offices, postage dues, or franchise stamps
. .. an inconsistency which should be taken under serious consideration for
the 1985 issue. (the Michel Switzerland has "on cover" prices for them all).

Major innovation is the simplified and logical listing, by progressive de-
nomination rather than by year of issue, of the long Tellboy II, Tell bust
and Helvetia on the Rock sets, even though this results in a jumbled num-
bering system ; but a collector may now refer to a single page and find all
stamps of the same basic design listed together, in sequence.

All special FD cancellations since 1948 (and a few earlier ones) are illus-
trated; major varieties are listed and priced, and concise footnotes and
general remarks make this German language-only work easy to follow even
for an English-only reader . Some introductory pages are in French and
English.

The guide for the machine-dispensed franking labels, types 2 - 6, ** and
used, is perhaps too general and not properly reflecting the much greater
scarcity of types 4 and 5 vs. types 2, 3, and 6.

In regard to prices in general, no earthshaking changes over 1983 are no-
ticeable ; but purchasers of this handy and even slick catalogue may find
the trilingual pages on color shades and special philatelic terms very
helpful . Prices are supposed to be net, but a discount of 10% from those
given seems to be pretty standard practice.

The catalogue was submitted for review by K .E. AufderMaur, Bern (Switz .)
and that firm's U .S . branch in California undoubtedly will advise all in-
terested AHPS members on purchase price, date of delivery, etc.

"Catalogs: What's needed", see page 113 of 4/83 issue of TELL, set the stage
for the following book review by Rudy Schaelchli . The Swiss Topical Society
and mainly 74 volunteers under the able leadership of Dr . E . Schlunegger have
made most of our problems disappear in as much as they undertook the formida-
ble task to describe all objects, subjects, and symbols ever used on any
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Swiss stamp issued this for . Their end product is certainly worth adding to
your library.

Motivhandbuch Schweiz — Topical Manual Switzerland

by Dr . E . Schlunegger et al.

Starting with the 1843 Zürich 4 & 6 right through to Zumstein

694 (1983), incl . the upcoming Pro Juventute set, we find
all the Swiss stamps ever issued well researched and
described in this volume.
If one needs info on the portrait stamps, the book tells

us when and where the person was born and died as well as
his work and accomplishments during his lifetime . -- The
history of Geneva is written up for Z240 . We find that the
first settlers were there during the early Stoneage and that
Julius Caesar destroyed the Rhone bridge of Geneva in 58 BC,
and more . -- Under the 1952 TV stamp Z312 we find the de-
scription of the origin of television . -- The 1968 Europa
stamp Z456 shows a key and in that entry we find that the
everyday key dates back 4000 years . -- In the section of
the Pro Juventute butterfly stamps, we not only find the

Latin name, but also where to find the insects and what they
eat . -- Among the Airmails we find that the plane on FP 40
is a DC—3—227A, built by Douglas, has a wingspan of 28 .96
meters, that it can travel 280 km/hr and that the cost was
SFr . 360 .000 .— etc . -- The Hotel stamps can be found, as well
as the postage due issues and franchise stamps.
Several pages are devoted to the imprinted envelopes and

postal cards, and the last 3 pages are devoted to the stamp
booklets.
The book contains a wealth of information for every
collector and especially for exhibitors of Swiss stamps . There

are a total of 392 jam packed pages of valuable descriptive
information, almost exclusively all text with only little
trivia . The drawback for many here might be that the book is
written in German only.

It's the 20th publication of the Swiss Topical Society
(Schweizer Motivsammelverein), costing SFr . 30 .— + shipping
and can be ordered from : Siegfried Schlesinger

Brühlbergstr . 91
CH — 8400 Winterthur / ZH

SWITZERLAND

With packing, it will be close to 1i lbs, so if you are not
in a hurry, "surface mail" will save you a bundle.

Rudy Schaelchli

At this paint, it might be worthwhile listing all the other publications
issued so far by the Swiss Topical Society . They are mostly in German, a few
in French . The prices are listed in Swiss Francs and to that you would have
to add postage . They can all be ordered thru the address mentioned above:

1. The page layout of the topical collection, 1977, 4 Fr.

2. The topical collection in the starting blocks, 1979, 6 Fr.

3. The topics of the Swiss publicity slogan cancels . vol.1, 1969, 10 Fr.
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4. Evolution of the topical collections, 1970, 8 Fr.

5. Covers (and stationery) and cancels within the topical collection.

1975, 6 Fr.

6. The beginner in topical collections, 1970, 3 Fr.

7. Adaptation in French of number 5 above, 1971, 4 Fr.

8. Thematic collection on ships and navigation . 1978, 10 Fr.

9. Postal markings and cancels . 1971, 8 Fr.

10. The thematic treatment of a topical collection . 1973, 5 Fr.

11. The history of seafarinq on stamps . 1976, 14 Fr.

12. Europa ' s church architecture and art on stamps and cancels . 1977,

15 Fr.

13. Marine painting and seafarinq on stamps . 1977, 16 Fr.

14.Pharmacology and philately . 1977, 16 Fr.

15. Same as number 3 ; vol .2, 1979, 15 Fr,

16. "Construction" plans for a topical collection . 1980 . 10 Fr.

17. Automobiles on Swiss covers and stationery . 1980, 10 Fr.

18. Pairing of town (and village) names . 1980, 15 Fr.

19.Hunting in philately . 1981, 17 Fr.

20. Topical manual Switzerland . as reviewed above, 1983, 30 Fr.

THE 1984 Zumstein Catalogues are here:

ZUMSTEIN SCHWEIZ / LIECHTENSTEIN ; ZUMSTEIN EUROPA NORD : EU-
ROPA MITTEL ; EUROPA SUD ; EUROPA OST . // Zumstein & Cie .,
Bern (Switzerland) POB 2585, 3001 Bern . Prices shown in
that firm's advertisement in TELL . (NOTE ; if you order
directly from the address above and pay by personal check,
add $1 . on amounts below $15 .)

The formerly "little" pocket catalogue for Switzerland, UN
Geneva, Liechtenstein, and Campione now comprises 408 pages,
and for a net price of $5 ., plus postage that is a bargain.

The major addition to the 1984 edition consists of pages 257
to 260, where a listing of prices for Swiss stamps on cover
can be found ; but only to 1934 for regular issues, airmail
to 1963, Pro Juventute to 1963, Pro Patria to 1963, and oth-
er semipostal issues to 1978 . No prices on cover are given
in this catalogue for officials, postage dues, franchise
stamps, Liechtenstein, UN Geneva, or Campione.

All illustrations are in color, and an introduction in both
German and French should give an English-only speaking user
enough explanations of signs to be able to use this catalog.

Prices are found for mint (with a deduction percentage for
hinged unused with gum that can reach 50%), used (decent qua-
lity), and blocks of four mint and used . Telegraph stamps,
railroad stamps and "Day of Stamp" souvenirs are also listed.
AHPS has acquired a block of these catalogues and will sell

HR
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them to the first twenty-five persons ordering . See note òn
another page of this issue . You can ' t go wrong with this ::

(See mini-ads fer additional details .)

ZUMSTEIN EUROPA

The formerly one-volume catalogue which is considered by many
a work superior to many other catalogues of the countries of
Europe, now has been split into four segments to accommodate
the ever increasing number of collectors who must reduce col-
lecting interests to fewer countries because of the unending
flood of new issues.

The three subcatalogues for Western Europe now are easy to
handle, and the changeover to new printing fonts has elimin-
ated the slightly antiquated letterpress text of earlier ed-
itions and is very easy on the eyes . Illustrations are black
and white ; prices are net, in Swiss francs, and they seem to
make more sense than those of some other European catalogues.

Eastern Europe is the fattest of the four books (all of which
are available separately) and contains all Moscow bloc states
as well as earlier entities such as Lithuania/Latvia/Estonia.

Northern Europe lists Scandinavia, Britain/Ireland/British
European affiliates and p .o . abroad, plus Benelux ; Southern
Europe lists Portugal, Spain, both Andorras, Italy and their
affiliates, Cyprus, Greece and Turkey as well as Jugoslavia.
Central Europe hosts the remainder, and it must be remarked
that East Germany has been removed from that volume . So has
Spanish Andorra . . .the latter a rather unnecessary change.

The opening pages include an English introduction . F.Ganz

NEEDED : PUBLISHER FOR TELL

We must find a person willing to be our publisher
as of January 1, 1984 . This person receives the
worked-up "boards" from our fine editor Henry Ratz,
checks them over and takes them to a nearby off-set
printer, picks up finished folded pages, collates*,
puts on address labels sent by Dick Hall, sorts and
mails by bulk and overseas rate . This job requires
about 14 to 16 hours an issue - 11 per year.

This is a critical job, as TELL is the glue that
holds our Society together . I have enjoyed doing
the work for over 3 years now, but I want to do
some other jobs next year . I will work very close-
ly with the new publisher, giving as much guidance
as I can . If you would like to try this position
or inquire further about what it entails, feel free
to call or write me - pronto!

D. E . Durham

"In due respect of the long hours Dave and his crews have

spent in this area it ought to be said here that collating
should be eliminated from the "job requirement" of a
publisher and should be contracted for in the future from
the printer/binder. We don't need to make someone go

bananas over an expense item of 4200-3D0 per year. - Ed.
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REVENUES

VAUD BANK STAMPS

	

by Denis Gainon

For more than 71 years, a bank in Switzerland has used stampa for control of deposits.
The bank is the " Credit Foncier Vaudois " , created in 1858, whose main agency is located in
Lausanne, capital of Vaud . As I have never seen stamps from other banks, it may be the
only example of this system in Switzerland (except school savings stamps, "epargne scolaire " ,
but these are not issued by banks) . These stamps are not revenue or fiscal stamps . They
are not receipts for a tax or a service given by the state, but attest of deposits made in
the bank, although this bank has a special status relative to the state. Like other cantonal
banks in Switzerland, its statutes forbid it to invest into speculative operations . Its
investments are limited to Vaud uniquely, mainly in mortgage loans . Furthermore, since 1874,
the bank assumes the management of the "Caisse d ' epargne cantonale " , an organization control-
led by the state who guarantees the deposits (usually both bank names appear together) . It
is for this last organization that the stampa were created.

In my collection, I distinguish two types of stamps, that I call type I and type II
stamps . Characteristics of the two types are as follows (see fig . 1):

Type I: 21 x 27 .5 mm . On left and right, the name of the organization : "Caisse
d ' epargne cantonale vaudoise " . At the four corners, the letters CHCV . 'Around the center,
the text : " controle des versements " (control of deposits) . The same design is used for all
values, whose figure is added in the space provided at the center of the stamp . Those I
possess have a filigrane made of interlaced letters CH, and are perforated Ilk or 134.

Type II : The letters at the corners are absent . At the top and bottom is the bank ' s
name: Credit foncier . The stamps I possess have a filigrane made of interlaced letters
CVF (initials of the bank's name) and are perforated 11 or Ilk.

Stamps were affixed on savings books, only for deposits, and for a value equal to the
deposit (see fig . 2) . The mode of use is explained on the back of the book ' s cover. The
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stamps must be cancelled by a text (at least partly handwritten) made of 3 lines . First
line : the amount (with all letters), second line : the location and date, third line : the
agent's signature . This explains why the date, being at a line ' s end, does not often appear
on the stamps, especially if usually only one or two stamps were used at a time.

Types other than those illustrated here may have existed . However, there is a good
chance that this is not the case . The same basic design was used as early as 1889 (date
on one of my type one stamps) to at least 1950 . The need for switching from type I to
type II occurred because the bank changed name in 1901 . The old name was "Caisse hypothe-
caire cantonale vaudoise" . This explains the letters and filigrane of type I.

According to the bank, the stamps were introduced July 1, 1888 and suppressed (with the
advent of mechanization) July 15, 1959 . Consequently, one can reasonably assume that type I
existed from beginning to about 1901, and type II from this date to end in 1959.

Although the same design was used for the background of all values, the added figure
of value shows many variations, for both types : size, thickness, design of characters,
with or without "Fr " ,

	

. I do not possess enough samples to make a complete catalog of
all these varieties . New prints were often done, following the bank ' s needs.

The exact number of
situation

	

in

	

1948

	

(fig .
values that were issued is not known with certitude, but the

3)

	

probably represents

	

the " maximum " set.

Apparently, colors were kept the same for the entire period or use . For both types,
they are as follows :

background, value

from 1 .-

	

to 9 .- ?

from 10 .-

	

to 90 .- brown green

from 100 .-

	

to 900 .- green violet

from 1000 .-

	

to 5000 .- gold red

10000 .-

	

?

Why was this system of stamps introduced? Vaud is a large canton, by swiss standards,
and the bank had and has many agencies and representatives . Maybe these stamps presented
a convenient means of avoiding customer ' s counterfeiting and checking total deposits made
in individual agencies.

Fig . 3 - Stamps in use in 1948 . From a publication printed for the 100th

anniversary of the "Caisse d'épargne cantonale vaudoise " .

For the well-informed HELVETIA collector it's the time of the year to stock

up with a new 1904 Swiss catalog . You have the choice between Auf der Maur/
"'Müller, Katcher, and Zumstein . See their respective ads.
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There will be an AHPS Western Region

meeting held on January 20-22 at the

TowneHouse in Phoenix, Arizona . John B.

Ballard reports that nothing specta-

cular is planned, just a friendly get-

together of AHPS members with a gathe-
ring for lunch on Saturday, January 21,

1984 . -- This meeting is held in con-

junction with ARIPEX . That show is

going to be a spiffy one and our mem-

bers will find much of philatelic

interest . John would be glad to put
any exhibit-minded members in touch

with ARIPEX . Some Swiss and Liechten-

stein frames would go well -- and who
knows -- maybe we can drum up a medal

or two . . . Anyone interested, please get

in touch with John, his address is on

the inside cover page of this TELL
under "Regional Director West".

Did you know that there exists a second
Swiss stamp with the error legend

HFLVETIA? That plate flaw, very obvious

on the Fr. 1.20 stamp of 1924, also

occurs on the 5 cts . "nurse" stamp of the

last franchise stamp issue (Z 14), stamp

91 of a sheet of 100 . Some stamps in
that position feature a very strong

green blotch at the stamp's lower mar-

gin, in the picture itself. This totally
obscures the bottom line of the "E",

part of the stem of the "H", and to a

lesser degree other letters of HELVETIA.

Richard Zenk sent in an article from a
recent STAMP WORLD issue, titled "Invest

in Swiss Airmails" . Well written, its
author, Or . Showalter, is probably right
in the majority of his statements that

most Swiss airmails are undervalued if
we can assume that numbers issued have

a direct bearing on the value of stamps.
However, too much emphasis, I think, is
placed on the pricing of these airmails

in ** condition, after all, most Swiss
airmails look better on covers . - As
with all investment advice, don't hold

your breath, the 1984 catalog prices
indicate no great run on Swiss airmails .

AUCTION MANAGERS REPORT

The response to the call for donations
was overwhelming . We received over
$250 .00 in cash . The Donation Auction
results are $1535 .15 . The follow up
portion of Auction #53 which just
closed should add another $1000 .00.

I am still receiving lots and a
second follow up will be included in
Auction #54 which should be in November
" TELL".

I still need material of the regular
Auctions, please submit let quality,
specialty or non-common stamps,
covers etc.

I will be in Boston October 21 and 22,
for PHILATELIC SHOW '83 . I plan to
bring with me the lots in Auction #54
and will be happy to accept auction
material during the show.

Thank you all for your help in making
the Donation Auction such a success.
"TELL " is intact and the Society on

a strong footing .
William R. Lucas

All railroad buffs please take note that

there will be an international exhibition
next year organized by the Railroad

Philatelists of Europe . It will be held

in Montreux, the name is FERPHILEX, and
it will take place from the 6th thru the

8th of April 1884 . Happy choo-choo . ..

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members.

Let's hope your association with AHPS
will be a rewarding one.

2080 Hans G. Adler, California

2081 Stephen C . Adler, California

2082 George V . Holland, Minnesota
2083 Ernest O . Moser, Pennsylvania

2084 Robert J . Rivers, Maryland

2085 Ben Zender, Ohio
2086 Ernest J . Harris, Arizona

2087 Walter L . Jones, Pennsylvania

2088 N . Mark Rowe, Montana
2089 Walter E . Scott, California

2090 Jack Tao, Illinois

2091 Lloyd Lippert, California

2092 Studiegroep Zwitserland, Holland
2093 Esmaiel Ebrani

2094 Jaime Geifman, Mexico

2095 Vincent S . Meyer, California

2096 Robert G. Munroe, 0klahoma
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The Swiss Society for Outer Space Philately (G .W.P .)

prepared two covers for the Swiss EUROPA stamp

honoring Jost Bürgi's celestial globe . One is the PTT

cachet with a foil imprint and cancelled at
Lichtensteig, Bürgi's home town. The other is aPhilSwiss
"Silk" cachet and cancelled with the pictorial can-
cel of the National Museum in Zürich, where the

globe is on permanent display . - The covers are

postally used and as proof show a back cancel of
the town of the addressee. Postally used covers are

preferred by most collectors in Switzerland . I saw
a nice space cover exhibit at WERABA 76 by an Ameri-
can that lost many points as the covers were not

addressed . - For availability of these covers see
,my mini-ad in last month's issue of TELL . E .J .Isler

In Basel, from September 1 to the end of December

83, a quite different quasi philatelic exhibition
may be viewed at the City and Cathedral Museum

(Kleines Klingenthal) . It is called "Grüsse aus

Basel" and consists of picture postcards as well as

postal documents in form of greetings that were
mailed from the city at the knee of the Rhine river,
including folded letters with early Swiss stamps.

This Heimat collection belongs to a Mr . W.Steiner
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and, according to reports

received, is quite some- _
thing to behold.

Gruss und Kuss

von Felicus

DONATION AUCTION
PRICE REALIZED



SWISS CANCELLATION QUALITY
as practized and drawn by Felix Ganz

For those
of you who

collect
Switzerland

in used

form only
this chart
might

offer you

some help

in showing

how the
Swiss estab-

lish their

preference
in cancels.

Generally

speaking,
the top row

would

command
full catalog

and the

bottom could

be had for
90% discount.

This chart
is included

with the

slide show

number 3, see

page 59 of

February '83
TELL .

NEW SLIDE SHOW IN THE WORKS

Howard Bauman, our Slide

Chairman, reports that his brand new
and exciting Strubel slide show

number 6 is in the final polish-
ing stages and will be released

soon. We will keep you posted .
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Picked up a an auction
during the last 12 months

I have to be no stamp ex-

pert to know that a) the

S/S is genuine and in good
condition but 6) the can-

cel is a fake . First : the
price difference between mint and used is almost 1 :10, an automatic temptation
for forgers ; second: ST .GALLEN BRIEFAUFGABE, with its unclean appearance and uneven

application to the sheet, was part of a cache of fake cancels lifted by the

police from a forgery studio in Berlin back in 1974 . Some of those cancels, shown
here for your benefit, had been in circulation for up to five years . Apparently
some material is still being unloaded here . So, check your purchases and weed the

phonies out, it does not take much courage, just a fair dose of honesty . Inciden-
tally, several back stamps of German experts were also counterfeited including the

one from Mr. Schlegel, the man who should sign all the Berlin overprints . For those
of you who have purchased such overprints in the 70s with Schlegel's backstamp
send it to him, he will reconfirm it . Have fun, but don't come after me if you find
some more album weeds . . .

	

HR
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JAN DONKER WANTS YOU

This is the last column before the Boston Show on October 21-23,

1983 . I thank all of you who have shown their interest . All exhibit

forms have been sent out to those who have requested them . It looks

like at least ten members will show off their Swiss and Liechtenstein
treasures . And, as if this was not enough, many prominents of our
Society will visit Boston and you have a chance to meet them at our
AHPS stand . For all of you, visiting the show, introduce yourself
and let us know if you and your spouse will visit our get-together

in Lexington on Sunday . "Something Swiss" will be served by Agnes
Cavigelli and her crew and the intent is that we all take a ride to
Concord to take a look at the famous bridge, where America started.

Also remember the meeting at the show on Saturday afternoon at

3 P .M., followed by a slide program of the Gotthard Railway and its
related philately.

All AHPS members will receive an envelope with contents, sent
from the show, commemorating the AHPS convention in Boston.

Speaking of the "contents" of this envelope, I picked those up
at the Swiss P .T.T . during my visit to Switzerland in July . A very
special "Thank you" goes to Mr . A. Gervasi, whom I met at the

Philatelic Office of the Swiss P .T .T ., at 10 Parkterrasse in Bern.

Mr . Gervasi sends his best regards to all collectors of Swiss
stamps in America and will be happy to help all of you by providing
information on Swiss philately in general and about the Philatelic

office in particular . Write or visit him at the above address.

Thank you, Mr. Gervasi, for your hospitality.
And now, up to the show . The New England Chapter of the AHPS

will be happy to meet you.
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Publisher

David E . Durham
330 W . Church Street
Elmira NY 14901
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